Abstract: The present authors have conducted an analysis of one of the relics of modern Western European bookbinding found in the collections of the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences: the so far unidentified binding of Wotton’s Binder «C», acting in Paris between the 1540s and at least the year 1564. The work has a characteristic orientalised decoration, which fits in with the trends of the French bookbinding ornamentation from 2. half of XVIth C. Its composition was based on centre moorish-ribbon medallions, corner quarter-medallions and adornments of the à semé type. A book clothed in this cover was first located in the collections of a certain Ioannes and later in the collections of a bibliophile from Gdańsk, Daniel Czirenberg (Zierenberg).1
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In the rich collection of early printed books in the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences there is a Bible issued in Geneva in 1563 by the Editing House of Nicolas Barbier and Thomas Courteau.¹ This print is protected by a binding from the epoch, characterised by an abundantly gilded, orientalised ornamentation and a high level of performance. The inscriptions with the name of the bibliophile, displayed in the centre of the covers, prove that the volume was once found in the book collection of a certain Ioannes and later in that of an inhabitant of Gdańsk, Daniel Cziremberg. The circumstances have inclined us to try and have a closer look into that almost unknown bookbinding masterpiece.²

The binding is made from cardboard clothed in brown calfskin; it is provided with four traces, two of which are located along the longer edges of the covers, and one is placed at each shorter edge (fig. 1, 2). The spine is flat and covered with ornamentation (fig. 3a), the edges of the book block are gilded (fig. 3b); the endpapers are made from paper without any traces of watermarks (fig. 7). The preservation condition of the binding is fairly good: the surface of the covers is slightly worn through, the leather in the bend of the upper cover underwent a fissure; moreover, the ties are broken (only their small fragments, inserted into the leather, have been preserved). The ornamentation of the covers and of the spine is made using the technique of tooling in gold, including the decorative pallets, tools (also lettering tools) and plaques. Additionally, the lines running around the covers and the details of the oriental ornamentation were painted black, probably using wax paints. Most probably, a completely different colour was used to paint the frames of the composition.

¹ La Bible, qui est toute la sainte escriture: ascavoir, le vieil et nouveau testament: [..], [Genève], 4º, Par Nicolaus Barbier et Thomas Courteau M. D. LXIII.
The composition and the assortment of the decorative motifs on both covers are analogical. Its main element is a centre medallion of rhomboid shape and with deeply indented sides, filled with a moorish-ribbon ornament composed of stylised and delicate floral twigs interlaced with narrow ribbons characterised by a geometrised line. Some of the moorish motifs were painted black, which together with the leather-coloured elements contrasts it powerfully with the surrounding gilt ornaments. In the centre of the medallion there can be seen a small cartouche, almost rectangular-shaped, with an inscription with the name of the bibliophile „IOANN[ES?] / […]”, from which only the date: „1564“ and the little rosettes embracing the whole have remained in good shape. In the place of the original caption, after it had worn out, an inscription with the name of the bibliophile „D. DANIEL / CZIRENBERG” was tooled (fig. 1–2, 6). On both axes of the external ridges of the medallions there show tiny motifs of triple little leaves. They touch the little rosettes, which densely and regularly cover the whole surface of the centre panels in the à semé arrangement. Their decoration is supplemented with corner medallions (quarter-medallions), characterised by a shape close to the triangular, with a corrugated and indented ridge from the side of the centre medallion. Their inside is filled with moorish-ribbon decoration stylised a little differently than in the centre medallions: the sprouts and the little leaves are thicker and more pronounced, the ribbons are much more radically reduced, whereas the background is richly hatched. The form of the medallions was enriched by contrasting the gold of the background and of the twig contours with the brown and black sprouts and little leaves. A small, linear, gilded frame, whose inner strip frames are painted black, closes the composition of the centre panel. It is not unthinkable that the external strip frames were also painted a different colour: a slightly different shade of the leather than in the other fragments of the covers seems to point to this.

Also, the decoration of the spine of the cover is based on analogous compositional assumptions (fig. 3a). Its centre is demarcated by the motif of a relatively small medallion of a rhomboid shape filled with a simplified moorish-ribbon decoration. Tiny moorish embellishments and trefoils (or tri-petal chalices of flowers) touch the upper and bottom apexes of the medallion, whereas embellishments of a bellied, floral type adjoin its side ridges. In the background of the medallion regularly distributed
little rosettes are shown, whereas in the corners – medallions or quarter medallions. The latter term is particularly legitimate in this case as each of them constitutes so to say a quarter of the centre medallion; anyway, it was formed from a the corner plaques fourfold tooled. The top and bottom areas of the back are decorated in a different manner: the rectangular spaces are filled with geometrical ornamentation imitating the brickwall theme, whereas the stripes with arabesques constitute their closure.

The characteristic composition and assortment of the motifs which were used to decorate the covers and the spine are evidently of Arabic, Persian, or – to put it more generally – Oriental genesis. The layout, composed of a centre medallion, four corner quarter-medallions most frequently filled with the moorish ornament and lesser motifs of stylised lilies located along the vertical axis of the covers was one of those arrangements characteristic for the products of the Arabic and Persian bookbinding as early as from the late Middle Ages.\(^3\) Besides, also compositional arrangements with or without reduced corner embellishments were found, which reflected the richness of the inventiveness of Oriental binders.\(^4\) It must be stressed here that those arrangements of medallions presented on the covers (on the clothing of covers and on the *dublure*) as well as all kinds of other works of art and artistic craft, fulfilled not only the decorative but also a symbolical function, related to the religious sphere.\(^5\) It was reflected in the material, the technical and formal perfection of such wares, providing a pattern for other crafts, especially as far as the production of carpets was concerned.\(^6\)

In the 2. half of XV\(^{th}\) C. the characteristic decorative patterns and to some extent also the techniques of the elaboration of bindings were taken over by the bookbinding workshops in Italy, in particular from


\(^6\) E. Milanezi, op. cit., p. 95.
Venice. Animated commercial contacts of the Republic of Venice with Oriental centres of craft and trade played the deciding role in this transfer, within the framework of which Islamic manuscripts in their original bindings flew in to Italy. These works greatly impressed the character of Italian Renaissance bookbinding, which drew on the thesaurus of antique ornamentation to much a lesser extent than just on the vocabulary of Islamic motifs and ornaments. In the achievements of Italian bookbinders from the fall of XVth and XVIth centuries the prominent position was occupied by the works which were directly inspired by the bindings decorated with centre and corner medallions. In the 1st half of XVIth C. these patterns started to penetrate the areas north of the Alps and especially France. It was the inflow of a large number of volumes clothed in original Italian bindings that contributed to their popularisation in that latter country in the first place. In the second quarter of that same century there appeared book-patterns, among others by an Italian artist Francesco de Pellegrino, containing various variants of moorish and moorish-ribbons decorations. The latter in turn provided inspiration for the goldsmiths producing bookbinding tools and plaques, and for the binders themselves, and their customers, building up book collections in the days of a growing interest in Oriental issues in Europe.


8 E.g.: T. de Marinis, La legatura..., cat. no. 1644 bis, 1648, 1660, 1670 and other, plate C26, C31, CCLXXXVI, CCCV and other; A. Hobson, Humanists..., plate I–III, fig. 27, 31–39, 41–45, 117–122 and other.

In 3\textsuperscript{rd} quarter of XVI\textsuperscript{th} C. orientalising compositions, filtered by the Italian and the French traditions, came to be imitated in other European countries such as England\textsuperscript{10}, Germany\textsuperscript{11}, or Poland\textsuperscript{12}, where they underwent transformations as far as the shapes of medallions and the filling decorations were concerned. The French workshops played a major part in this phenomenon. They supplied not only select royal and dignitarial libraries but also book collections of countless minor clients from France and other countries. The Paris workshops acting to an extent in the vicinity of capital offices and embassies had a privileged position in this respect. Foreign bibliophiles, building up their collections basing on the abundant artistic achievements of the French printed books and bookbinding, recruited from among them. One of them was an English Ambassador in France, Thomas Wotton (1521–1587), who had collected around 140 volumes clothed in artistic bindings of French masters.\textsuperscript{13} The research on the work of this bibliophile has shown that from the year 1542 to the beginning of the 1560s he supplied himself in at least three anonymous Paris binders.\textsuperscript{14} They produced works using various forms of decoration, fitting in the italianising tradition and the local trend of mannerist ornamentation. Among the individuals accepting Wotton’s orders there was a creator termed in the literature as \textit{Wotton’s Binder «C»}, whose activity fell between the 1540s and at least the year


\textsuperscript{14} E.g.: M. M. Foot, op. cit., pp. 142–147, fig. II/11; H. M. Nixon, M. M. Foot, \textit{The history...}, pp. 34, 36.
1563. Among his works there is found, among others, the binding kept in the British Library in London, produced in around 1560 (fig. 4). It is distinguished by a number of formal features analogous with the binding from the Gdańsk collections, both on the plane of the general theoretical compositional assumptions and of the instruments used, and – consequently – of the ornamental details. This work was produced from cardboard and brown goat skin, with a flattened spine; unlike the relic from the Gdańsk one, this volume was not provided with any particular ties, whereas the gilt ornaments of the edges of the book block were additionally decorated with embellishments. Its decoration was made using the technique of tooling in gold, however without any additional painted elements. The decoration of the covers is based on the same scheme of Islamic bindings, with a centre medallion and four corner quarter-medallions; as the centre medallion the binder used a different kind of plaque, characterised by an oval shape, and a moorish-ribbon filling, while for the quarter-medallions he used identical ones with those in the binding from Gdańsk. Also the tools with which the background of the centre panel was covered in the à semé arrangement were identical with the motif of rosette. The frames of the centre panel are also shaped like in the Gdańsk binding. They consist of three golden lines and connections in the corners. Also the spine, the most part of which is occupied by an ornamental composition with moorish motifs, limited from the top and the bottom by the spaces demarcated with lines, has a rich decoration.

It is worth mentioning here that the pattern of corner plaques which was used in the binding from the Gdańsk collections is known from the works ascribed to others, to an anonymous French workshop acting in 2. half of XVIth C. Among them another binding from the collection of the British Library, protecting a Basel print from 1551, deserves a special attention. This work has not been ascribed to any particular binder; however, the overview of its reproduction in the database of book bindings

points to the workshop of *Wotton’s Binder «C»*. It concerns in particular the form of the centre medallion as well as the corner quarter-medallions. In other cases, the corner medallions have more delicately elaborated moorish-ribbon twigs and they are without the level hatching and without the level hatching of the background either (fig. 5). Nevertheless, their formal features indicate that they may have been made in the same goldsmith’s laboratory as the tools of *Wotton’s Binder «C»*, supplying both bookbinding workshops.

The above-characterised formal features, together with the assortment of tools used, allow us to regard the binding from the Gdańsk collections as a work of *Wotton’s Binder «C»*, fitting in the creative stock-in-trade of that master, and more widely – of the French bookbinding from 3. quarter of XVIth C. Moreover, the fact of placing on the binding of the date „1564” makes it possible to univocally determine the time of its creation. It is inasmuch important, as among the works so far ascribed to *Wotton’s Binder «C»* the latest one has been dated back to around 1563. That in turn allows to shift the period of activity of this creator by at least one year forward.

It is difficult to decide who the original owner of the volume was as his name and especially his surname got effectively scraped away from the covers, most probably by a subsequent *possessor* of the book. The already mentioned Daniel Czirenberg (Zierenberg) was a representative of a patrician Gdańsk family coming from Bremen. It is known that he was born in 1547 in Gdańsk; however, the course of his juvenile years is

---


19 M. M. Foot, op. cit., vol. I, p. 147, 154 [item 57].

20 J. Zdrenka, *Urzędnicy miejscy Gdańska w latach 1342–1792 i 1807–1814 : biogramy* [The clerks of the City of Gdańsk in the Years 1342–1792 and 1807–1814: Profiles], Gdańsk 2008, p. 385 (further literature also there); ibid. *Urzędnicy..., Spisy* [Clerks..., Registers], Gdańsk 2008, p. 90 (since the year 1575) – p. 96 (to the year 1602).
a complete mystery. Therefore, it is difficult to decide if he had ever been to Western Europe, from where he may have brought the volume in question; otherwise, he could have purchased it in his native town. The fact is that in 1575 he was nominated juror, four years later councillor, and in 1581 judge in Gdańsk. Since 1586 until his death, which had place on 19 June 1602 during a plague, he was holding the position of Gdańsk Mayor, and since 1600 also that of burggrave. In his biography his religious zeal and deep involvement in Gdańsk's religious dispute with King Sigismund III and bishop of Włocławek Hieronim Rozrażewski have been emphasised.21 Also, Daniel's marriage in 1571 with Anna Schachmann, the sister of Bartholomeus Schachmann, a prominent collector and bibliophile from Gdańsk, is worth mentioning.22 However, what Czirenberg's relation to the book was has not been found out yet. In addition to the above described inscription with the name of the bibliophile, in 1602 he designated the book under analysis with a wood-engraved (?), coloured and gilded armorial bookplate, stuck in on the internal page of the upper cover (fig. 7).23 It is supplemented with the handwritten motto „Ora, et labora, succesum expecta à Domino”, and the ownership note: „Daniel Czirenbergiūs. / Anno ·1602 g ·Febrŭary”24. In the same year the book was donated by the bibliophile to the library of the Gdańsk gymnasium, which is confirmed by a solemn inscription placed on the front endpaper: „Anno Meßiæ / 1602. / Rat der Bestrenger Ehenvester / und Hoch.. isor Herr Daniel / Czyrenberg. Kön:sul Stadt Danzig / Bürgermeister,


23 The information on the wood engraving technique used in the elaboration of the composition is given in: Książkowe..., [Book...] cat. no./fig. 20. The indirect overview indicates, however, that it may be a drawing using a drawing pen, abundantly coloured with paints and gilded.

24 A little bit different transcription of the captions in: Książkowe..., [Book...], cat. no. 20.
Diese Biblia in / frantzösischer Sprache der Biblio: / theck im Gýmnasio [...]". The inclusion of the book in the dynamically growing collections of the Gdańsk Municipal Council Library confirms the commonly known engraving bookplate of Jonas Silber from 1597\textsuperscript{25}, stuck in on the reverse of the title page. In that same post it has remained until today in spite of numerous historic turbulences.

In the light of the present knowledge, the analysed binding constitutes the only work of the Parisian Wotton’s Binder «C», acting from 1540s to 1560s, found in the Polish collections. The date „1564” placed on the cover of the book not only allows to define precisely the time of its creation, but also to shift forward by one year the date of the activity of its creator presented in the literature so far. The conception of decoration applied in the binding, derived from the Islamic circles and later transformed by Italian and French masters, may come to be regarded as particularly interesting also from the Polish perspective as its reflections are noticeable in the achievements of the native binders from the 1570s circa to the year 1600, numerous examples of which are also found in the Gdańsk library.

Figure 1. Wotton’s Binder »C«, mannerist binding of the orientalising type (upper cover), Paris 1564

Source: the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences, phot. by Arkadiusz Wagner.
Figure 2. Lower cover of the analysed binding from the collection of the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences

Source: phot. by Arkadiusz Wagner.
Figure 3a–3b. The spine and the longer edge of the book block of analysed binding from the collection of the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences

Source: phot. by Arkadiusz Wagner.
Figure 4. *Wotton’s Binder >C<*, mannerist binding of the orientalising type, Paris, circa 1560

Figure 5. An anonymous binder; mannerist binding of the orientalising type, France, 2. half of XV\textsuperscript{th} C.

Figure 6. A close-up of the centre medallion with the inscriptions with the name of the bibliophile on the analysed binding from the collection of the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences
Source: phot. by Arkadiusz Wagner.

Figure 7. Bookplate and the ownership and donation entry of Daniel Czirenberg on the endpaper of the analysed volume from the collection of the Gdańsk Library of Polish Academy of Sciences
Source: phot. by Arkadiusz Wagner.
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Streszczenie: w artykule dokonano analizy jednego z zabytków nowożytnego introligatorstwa zachodnieuropejskiego w zbiorach Biblioteki Gdańskiej PAN: dotąd niezidentyfikowanej oprawy Introligatora Wottona «C» działającego w Paryżu między latami 40. XVI w. a przynajmniej 1564 r. Dzieło to ma charakterystyczną dekorację orientalizującą, która wpisuje się w tendencje francuskiego zdobnictwa introligatorskiego 2. połowy XVI w. Jej kompozycję oparto na centralnym medalionie maureskowo-wstęgowym, narożnikowych ćwierćmedalionach oraz zdobieniach à semé. Książka w tej oprawie znajdowała się pierwotnie w zbiorach bliżej nieznanego Ioannesa, a następnie bibliofila gdańskiego, Daniela Czirenberga (Zierenberga).